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Worked Example

This worked example is appropriate for teachers of all levels of experience. However, for teachers with more experience, we 
recommend bilateral exchanges whenever possible.

Overview

This 19-day sojourn to Cape Town, South Africa, is intended for students enrolled in Year 1 of the college’s languages program
and includes both homestay and a volunteer component (see section on trip design process).

Curricular Integration

All students must complete two, for-credit, preparatory courses during the winter semester in order to be eligible to participate
in the sojourn in the spring (see section on curricular integration). The sojourn helps students to meet the following program 
requirements:

• 054T Appreciate contemporary cultural diversity
• 0552 Communicate in a third language (vantage level for independent users)
• 054U Demonstrate their capacity to integrate learning in arts, literature and communication

Timeline

Preparing the pedagogy for the sojourn began, in this worked example, one year prior to departure. They key, in the beginning,
was to establish overseas contacts who could help us to achieve our objectives. Eight months prior, we began planning the 
day-to-day activities and lesson plans. Next, we started building a community of inquiry and began equipping students with the 
knowledge and skills they would need to participate fully in the experiences that awaited them. Three months prior, we 
matched students with homestay families and volunteer placements and initiated predeparture contact. Now, we are ready to
arrive at our destination and begin daily parallel teaching cycles.

  

  

  

   

  

  

 

  

  

  

CENTRE COLLEGIAL DE DEVELOPPEMENT 

DE MATERIEL DIDACTIQUE 

Tasks that can be delegated to students 

To reduce your irrelevant cognitive load and to increase motivation, you may want to get students involved in planning and 
executing the trip. Use the following checklist to determine which tasks can be delegated to your students before, during, and 
after the trip: 

Before the trip 

• Finding and contacting host institutions (e.g., contacting volunteer organizations for potential partnerships)

Proposing activities during the FSA (e.g., planning a group visit to a local festival)•

Organizing and participating in fundraisers• 

Buying a small token gift for the host family or local guides, if applicable.
 (e.g., a calendar featuring Quebec scenes or a bottle of Quebec ice wine) 

• 

Making checklists for packing • 

During the trip 
Planning, shopping for, and cooking a group meal •

• Writing thank you notes to local guides, hosts, teachers, and so forth

Participating in peer evaluations and giving feedback• 

After the trip 
Participating in open houses and/or international nights to share FSA experiences with teachers, administrators, and students • 

Helping recruit students for next year’s trip • 
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